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The chapel and LRC at NCW recently 
played host to a school production of the hit 
show Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat!  

The production was jointly directed by Mrs 
Christie, Head of Music and Mr Painter, 
Musical Theatre Teacher – who also played 
the role of the mighty but troubled showman, 
the Pharoah! Just as the traditional story goes, 
the NCW production portrayed the narrative of 
Jacob’s favourite son Joseph (played superbly 
by Tobias) and his brothers – students Asher, 
Harrison, Ryley, Stanley, Eben, Daniel, Luke, 
Tom W, Sophia and Ilya. Joseph navigates his 

way through Egypt, whilst encountering many 
ups and downs, to what eventually becomes 
a happy ending. Klara did a fantastic job of 
singing Narrator, and really made the show 
flow seamlessly. The chorus ensemble sang 
perfectly together much to the delight of the 
audience, encouraging many to sing along.

The entire cast was incredibly strong and had 
rehearsed solidly for months. Staff and parents 
agreed it was a fantastic show and we are all 
very proud of the students and their efforts! 

Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat!
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A charity event that has been in the 
planning for two years finally came to 
fruition in March and what an impressive 
event it was! With the support of top local 
Chef, Felice Tocchini, NCW held its first 
ever blindfold dinner at Feli’s Bar and 
Restaurant in Worcestershire. 

Guests wore a blindfold and enjoyed a four 
course meal, which was a truly sensational 
sensory experience.  Each course was attractively 
presented and was a gastronomic treat. Diners 
were encouraged to wear their blindfolds 
throughout the meal but found it really difficult. 
It was a real insight into some of the challenges 
faced daily by people who are vision impaired.

NCW students Andrew and Stuart worked 
alongside Felice Tocchini in preparing for the 
event. Both are studying Level 3 Food Science 
and Nutrition. He explained how to make sauces 
and mousses as well as demonstrated the 
skills of smoking ingredients and rolling pastry 
properly. These dishes were then incorporated 
into the exciting menu that Felice had devised. 

During the event Andrew and Stuart helped host 
the evening, answering questions to enable 
diners to explore the world of vision impairment. 
They were confident and articulate, and explained 
that although they have a vision impairment they 
have learnt to accept and manage it in order to 
achieve success.

Ms Emanuel, Head of Independent Living 
Skills said: “As a teacher you can inspire and 
have belief, and students here need to trust 
you and have the confidence to take risks. It is 

an absolute honour to have taught Stuart and 
Andrew since year 8 and to have seen them grow, 
learn and believe in themselves.” 

Thank you to Feli’s Bar and Restaurant for 
their support, for hosting us and allowing us to 
get really involved in the evening. Watch this 
space for information about our next Dine in 
the Dark event!
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Dining in the Dark

Exciting news from the Malvern Room!  Our caterpillars, which 
were about 0.5cm when we got them on March 3rd, have grown 
and grown and grown.  At the time of writing they are now about 

4.5cm and two of them have started 
the next part of their lifecycle and are 
hanging upside down in a j shape. 
They will shed their skins one last 
time and then harden into a chrysalis. 
They have gone home for the 
holidays with Mrs Blake who will keep 
us up to date with their progress!

Hungry caterpillars
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Dining in the Dark

In anticipation for British Science Week, 
the NCW gym was transformed into a real 
life operating theatre as we welcomed 
Operating Theatre Live, an award-winning 
event which offers a curriculum-linked 
learning experience based around the 
dissection of real anatomical specimens 
in a simulated operating theatre.  

Students from upper and lower school were excited 
at the chance to step into the shoes of a surgeon 
and get very hands on with real anatomy such as 
hearts, brains and intestines! Whilst no humans 
had to donate their organs for the event, it was real 
swine organs that students were able to experience. 
For the less adventurous, there were silicon models 
of humans to dissect and descriptions to listen to so 
that each student was able to really benefit from the 
experience.

NCW Science Technician Mrs Blake, said: “I’m 
absolutely positive the students will remember this 
forever and it might even inspire some of them 
to consider medical science as a career path. Or 
maybe butchery will be their thing!”

Mr Hinds, Head of English, recently took a 
group of students to the theatre as part of 
their studies to see the stage production 
of Louis Sachar’s novel “Holes” which Year 
7 and 8 have been studying.   

The story is about a teenager called Stanley Yelnats 
who is arrested for stealing a pair of trainers that 
literally fell from the sky. His repeated denials are 
not enough to convince the police he is innocent 
and he is sent to Camp Greenlake supposedly 
to be reformed but in reality to dig holes for the 
intimidating Warden. Day after day, Stanley and 
the other inhabitants of Tent D (Armpit, Magnet, 
X-Ray and Zero) have to dig a same size five foot 
wide and five foot deep hole for as long as it takes, 
allegedly to be rehabilitated but in reality to find 
treasure that the sinister Warden is convinced is 
buried under the dried up, arid lake bed.

Transitions in time and place were expertly handled 
by the cast making the story and links across time 
easy to follow. The holes themselves were giant 
tubs which the characters shovelled real sand 
out of and the wildlife portrayed using puppetry. 
Everything was clear and logical with the satisfying 
ending tying up all the threads of the tale. It was 
fun, fast moving and engaging.

Students were given a touch tour of the stage and 
props by the cast. They were chased by lizards, 
bitten by the snake, stroked the donkey, sat in 
chairs and tried on costumes. The cast were 
enthusiastic and welcoming. Staff provided the 
audio description and poor Mr Hinds is still nursing 
the bruises from when Leo nudged him if he forgot 
as he got caught up in the action!

Operating 
Theatre Live!

Digging 
for Gold
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Over the last year, NCW has been 
involved in an EU-funded Erasmus+ 
project which is linked to students who 
are considered disadvantaged in a variety 
of ways, sharing cultural experiences 
with one another.   

As well as NCW, the project involves schools 
from five other European countries; Poland, 
Bulgaria, Romania, Spain and Turkey. 
Groups of students from NCW have already 
experienced the life and rich culture of Spain, 
Poland, Bulgaria and Spain during visits, and 
this February saw the turn of the UK to host 
our European peers!

Our overseas visitors stayed in central 
Worcester, easily accessible for school and 
also in a great location to experience the 
hustle and bustle of the city centre. Despite 
the rain and rising levels of flooding in and 
around Worcester, spirits remained high 

during the week, which was filled with both 
educational and fun activities. These included 
visits to the historical Guildhall, Sixways rugby 
stadium, the impressive Worcester Cathedral 
and the Tudor House Museum where students 
got in to character by raiding the dressing up 
box! A trip to the Black Country Museum was 
also on the cards, where the group discovered 
the long standing history of the UK’s second 
biggest city, and sampled some good old 
English fayre such as boiled sweets and chips 
in beef dripping.

The Erasmus+ programme has been incredibly 
beneficial to our students, allowing them to 
meet fellow students overseas, expand their 
cultural knowledge, make diverse friendships 
and have a much deeper understanding of 
what each country is about – better than 
anything that can be learnt in a textbook!

EU Erasmus+ visit to NCW
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During February, our French partner school 
INJA (Institut National des Jeunes Aveugles) 
was welcomed to experience a week of cultural 
exchange and school life at NCW.  

The week kick-started with a tour around school, visiting 
various lessons and with students getting to know one 
another over meal times and evening activities in the houses.

As always, our exchange visits are full of fun and 
educational events, and this one was no exception! 
Students from INJA had the opportunity to experience local 
culture and history with a trip to Worcester Cathedral, The 
Hive and a day out to the Black Country Museum where 
they enjoyed a fascinating guided tour of the famous mines. 
The highlight of the week for many was the chance to learn 
all about Hugby, an inclusive version of Rugby, with the 
Worcester Warriors Community Foundation. Students loved 
having a go at the inclusive sport and were also treated to a 
tour of the stadium where they met some of the players.

INJA school visits NCW

As part of National Science Week, students 
at NCW have been embracing their inner 
Scientists and sharing knowledge with a local 
mainstream school.

Tudor Grange Academy Worcester visited NCW to 
work with Year 9s to complete a science practical 
– investigating the starch stored in a leaf. Visiting 
students wore simspecs which simulate a range of 
eye conditions, and helped give an understanding 
of what it is like to have a vision impairment and 
how science practicals can be adapted.

NCW students were great hosts and worked 
really well with Tudor Grange students on the 
practical. Mr Stark, Head of Science, said: “We 
are delighted that Tudor Grange are now returning 
every year during Science Week, which means 
we can build closer ties with our mainstream 
counterparts.”

Following the practical experiment, Year 11 
students Sophia and Tobias took charge and 
taught our visitors some Braille! They showed 
staff and students how to load paper in a Perkins 
machine, the Braille alphabet and how to write 
their name – all in the space of a 40 minute lesson!

Science Week Visitors



NCW students Kendal, Haris, Rico and Martha 
enjoyed an action-packed day at the first 
Goalball UK tournament of 2020!

The students, who formed a Novice team for 
NCW, played in Bristol in January at the Novice 
and Intermediate Goalball Tournament competing 
against teams such as the Winchester Kings, 
Winchester Knights and RNC Academy. The NCW 
Novices had only been playing for one term and 
were led brilliantly by Year 13 student Kendal on the 
day of the tournament.

Student Tom also played in the tournament, 
as part of the New College Composite team – 
coached fantastically by Goalball expert and 
student Charlotte.

Although the final scores did not reflect a win 
for the novices, this was the team’s first game 
together and it was a great experience for all. 
They are determined to come back fighting next 
time around. The tournament was also a great 

opportunity to catch up with a few former NCW 
students – Felix, who played for RNC Hereford and 
Naqib, who coached the Birmingham team.

In other Goalball news, Stuart has been busy 
training for the GB Senior Men’s Squad, and 
completed the first training camp of the year ahead 
of travelling to Finland for the Pajulahti Games! 
Other former students representing the GB in 
goalball are Kali, Naqib and Josh!
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New Year, new Goalball!

British Blind Sport Swimming Gala

Sports News

Students from NCW jumped in at the deep end on 
Saturday 7 March as they took part in the annual 
British Blind Sport National Youth Swimming Gala!

Along with Mrs Price, Head of PE, and Mrs Wallcroft, 
13 fearless and competitive students from various year 
groups travelled to Tudor Grange Leisure Centre in 
Solihull for the event which attracted participants from 
across the country. 

The day was a huge success with young people 
competing in individual backstroke, breaststroke, 
butterfly and freestyle races, as well as relay events for 
the opportunity to win a braille medal! For a number of 
children, it is the first time they have been able to swim 
competitively against other children who have a vision 
impairment.

NCW students represented the school brilliantly, and 
threw themselves in (literally!) to the various organised 
events. They swam with so much energy and enthusiasm! 

In addition to the main competition, BBS welcomed 
swimmers to join in with some fun pool games and 
even face their fears to have a go at diving with Swim 
England Diving.
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Hugby TV stars!

British Blind Sport Swimming Gala

Some of you might have caught some familiar 
faces on BBC Breakfast recently when Mike 
Bushell presented a piece from the home of 
the Worcester Warriors, Sixways Stadium, 
to try his hand at Hugby – a version of rugby 
specially adapted to be played by people who 
are vision impaired.

Mike found out all about the game and even had a 
go at playing himself. Hugby regulars Tom L, Ryley 
and Rico were all interviewed and Khadija, Tom W, 
Joe, Mustafa and Ollie all appeared on screen. If 
you missed it you can find it on the NCW website or 
on our Social Media sites. Well done everyone!
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Students Corey, Toby, DJ and Sonali 
enjoyed a game of ‘Employability!’ in 
their recent Enhancement class – a game 
created by Mr Snowdon.

The game is all about how to get a job, and is 
set up in the same way as Monopoly, except 
instead of buying property as you travel 
around the board, students buy qualifications, 
skills and training. 

There are chance cards, i.e. a staff bonus 
and awarded money, and questions such as 
what might you be asked in an interview, and 
name one place you might see a job advert. 
Students start off with £300 to buy their skills, 
qualifications, a car, shoes and gain additional 
£200 once they pass the go. 

The students build up their portfolio of skills 
and qualifications and whoever has the best 
will win the game and get a job! Be careful not 
to land on ‘You’re Fired!’ though - otherwise 
you’ll have go and sit in the Job Centre for 
three turns! 

The Employability Game!

NCW sixth form students experienced what life 
might be like at University during a Taster Day for 
students who are vision impaired. 

Students Harrison, Andrew, Alex, Kendal, Reef, Tom and 
Millie visited the University of Worcester on Friday 6 March 
to learn about the university experience and to visit various 
buildings which demonstrate the differences at a university.

The day began with introductions and ice breakers, and 
quickly moved to group discussions where students were 
mixed with students from RNC Hereford and Pedmore 
High School. Discussions were facilitated by one of the 
University’s Disability Advisers who gave topic prompts 
so participants could share views on what University will 
be like. 

The groups toured different buildings to demonstrate the 
differences at a university from school, for example a lecture 
theatre and the Student Union building and enjoyed lunch in 
the Students Union.

The afternoon session was a question and answer panel 
discussion facilitated by Look-UK, which involved students 
with experience of going to university recently discussing 
their experiences and sharing tips.

The day was an invaluable experience for our students, 
thank you to the University of Worcester and Look-UK for 
facilitating the event.

A taste for University life!

www.ncw.co.uk   |   T: 01905 763933  
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The Employability Game!

Warwick Castle Trip
Year 7 and 8 students had a fantastic day 
recently at Warwick Castle.   

The group had such a fun-packed day! They met 
with a medieval Knight and his warhorse, visited 
parts of the Castle to learn of its history and 
handled some of the replica artefacts, they fed lots 
of very tame peacocks, helped build a Bug Hotel, 
had a birds of prey demonstration and handled lots 
of small animals with ZooLab!

Such a fantastic experience for students (and 
staff!) - thank you to Warwick Castle for a great 
experience.

Just before Christmas 
a group of ten fearless 
NCW students took 
to the slopes as they 
embarked on a ski trip 
to the mountain of Sauze 
D’Oulx, Italy. 

Organised in partnership 
with Seable Holidays, an 
organisation offering tailored 

holidays for people who are vision impaired, 
NCW students had the fantastic opportunity to 
experience what it is like to ski on the Italian Alps.

Being a first time for many, students spent four 

days with instructors on the slopes getting to grips 
with the basics of skiing and working on their form, 
before moving on to short practise runs.

NCW goalball Charlotte took it particularly quickly, 
and was soon travelling up the ‘magic carpet’ and 
skiing unaided down the mountain!

Jack felt very appreciative of this experience. 
He said: “Skiing is something I would never 
have dreamed of being able to do as I am in a 
wheelchair. The instructors had special equipment 
which meant I could still be in a seated position, but 
enjoy the feeling of skiing!”

In the evenings, students and staff enjoyed 
soaking up the Italian Alps culture, with a host of 
shops and restaurants on the doorstep of their 
accommodation – The Hotel Sport.

What a great adventure!

Ski Trip
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News from the Houses!
It was a flippin’ busy time in Peggy Markes house this term, as 
houseparents and students demonstrated their amazing pancake 
tossing skills! It was also Ollie’s birthday, which was celebrated in true 
Peggy’s style – including, of course, cake. Ryley was getting up close 
and personal to an Easter bunny nearly as big as he is and home made 
baked goods were in mass production to 
raise money towards the group sky dive 
fundraising event in July. Good luck to 
Alan, Claire and Sue who are taking 
on the challenge!
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News from the Houses!

Year 11 student Tom has been getting busy 
in the ILS kitchen working hard to devise and 
cook a three course meal for his GCSE Food 
Prep and Nutrition qualification.   

The criteria for Tom’s coursework was to create a 
Valentine’s Day themed three course meal for two 
people, along with accompaniments. Tom cleverly 
put together his menu after researching the offerings 
of local pubs and restaurants for Valentine’s Day.

From his findings, Tom identified that 
most of the menus comprised of 
a fish starter, a meaty main and 
either chocolate or meringue for a 
sumptuous pud.

To start, Tom created a Crab and 
Sweetcorn Quiche, accompanied 
by a sweet chilli sauce. For the 
main attraction, it was chicken 

wrapped in parma ham and 

stuffed with mozzarella, along with roasted vine 
tomatoes, green beans and vegetable couscous. To 
save the best until last, Tom created a heart shaped 
meringue with piped Chantilly cream and raspberry 
and blueberry compote for dessert!

Tom really put a lot of thought in to how his plate 
looks, for example choosing a dark plate to contrast 
against the light coloured meringue and cream 
for dessert. He did an amazing job meticulously 
preparing his food, and following instructions.

Tom invited Mrs Madden, Strategic Lead for Student 
Progress, Taylor, Gap Year student on placement 
and Peggy’s Houseparent, Alan, to come and taste 
his creations. They were all incredibly impressed and 
only wished there was more to go around!

A tasty treat from Tom!

It was murder In Bradnack House this term 
as everyone dressed up and took a part in 
the ‘Champagne Murders’ evening. Everyone 
dressed up for a meal and each had a character 

and had to work out who committed the murder! 
Bradnack House also celebrated with a party for 
Emma’s birthday.
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As everyone is aware, the end 
of this term has been extremely 
challenging for us all. We would 
like to send out an enormous 
thank you to staff, parents and 

students for all showing their 
‘Dunkirk spirit’ and showing 
how resilient and adaptable 
they are. The situation has been 
changing from day to day 
and we will continue to 
keep all our stakeholders up 
to date with developments 
as decisions are made 
and plans put in place.

Mrs Kings would 
especially like to thank 
the wonderful volunteers who have 
continued to give their invaluable 
support during what is a most 
difficult situation.

Thank you!

Chief Inspector Jess Loxley-Clarke and Chief Inspector 
Gareth Morgan met students Toby, Corey, DJ along 
with staff at Worcester Police Station this term. We are 
excited to have been given the opportunity to work on 
a courtyard garden within the Police Station. Students 
are going to be using the skills learnt at their recent 
placement at Bonterre Farm to make the small garden 
a sensory and restful place for employees.

We have been working recently on a new website, 
which is now up and running. You can check it for all 
the latest news and events from around the campus, 
as well as term dates, who’s who, how to apply and 
curriculum information.

Police Garden Project for 
Green Fingered students!

New Website


